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1 Introduction

This guide describes how to use the control chart functionality of PLA 3.0 for automated assay
monitoring and provides details on how to set up a Control chart document employing data
aggregation filters.
It is intended for users of PLA 3.0 who want to learn how to employ control charts to monitor
results from experiments and for comprehensive analysis.
The examples in this guide are taken from the 'Regression Parameters 4PL (A, D, B and C)'
Control chart sample document of the Biological Assay Package version 26 in PLA 3.0.6.
Note: This guide assumes that you are familiar with the UI elements required in this context.
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2 Basic concepts
2.1 Data aggregation in PLA 3.0
Data aggregation in PLA 3.0 allows you to automatically transfer data and results from source to
target PLA 3.0 documents, thus supporting complex and compliant operations. No manual input
in spreadsheets or other programs is required.
Several PLA 3.0 document types utilize the concept of data aggregation. For some document
types, such as Combination of assay results and Equivalence margin development documents,
the data aggregation logic is predefined as a complex set of rules is required for the
aggregation to work correctly.
For other document types such as Control charts, you can freely define the logic according
to which data should be aggregated. In such cases, you can modify and enhance the default
settings according to your requirements.
Overview
Aggregating data comprises the following general steps. Additional steps are required to create
the document you want to use as the target.
Note: Step two is required only if you want to manually set up the data aggregation logic.
1

2

1. Adding references to source documents
Use the References editor of your target document to add references to one or several source
documents. For example, you can add references between a Control chart document as the
target, and Quantitative response assay documents as sources.
2. Configuring the data table
Use the data table in your target document to set up the logic according to which you want to
filter the data to be aggregated. The data table is available in the Element pane of the Content
editor.
The location of the data table, as well as its name, depends on the document type. For example,
Quantitative response assay and Dose-response assay documents use an Observation data
table, Combination of assay results documents use a Potency data table.
Tip: For quick access, find the data table

icon in the Outline pane.
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2.2 Data aggregation filters
Set up data aggregation filters in the data table of your target document to determine which
documents to use as source documents and how to aggregate data from these source
documents.
You can set up data aggregation filters on two levels: Use document reference filters to
configure which documents can be referenced. Use section filters to configure the document
sections from which data is to be aggregated.
You can further refine your filter mechanism by combining document reference filters and
section filters, thus allowing only specific documents to be referenced and from the referenced
documents, only data from specific sections to be aggregated.

2.2.1

Document reference filters

Document reference filters determine which documents can be referenced. For example, you can
filter for documents created based on a specific template, for signed or calculated documents, or
for documents with a failed Control sample test.
To set up document reference filters, you use the elements under the Column: Document
Reference node. Different elements allow for different filter types:
Element

Filter result

Examples

Key

Allow only documents with specific keys
to be referenced.

• Template key

Allow only documents with specific
properties to be referenced.

• hasSignature (signed
documents)

Document
property

• Folder key

• hasResult (calculated
documents)
Section property

Allow documents to be referenced only
if their sections meet the filter criteria.

• testresult (specific test
result)
• elementtype (assay
element type)

Important: Although document reference filters are optional, we recommend setting them
up when using the 'Manual all' and 'Auto all' update modes. Without filters, any document in the
database can be used as a data source, which can lead to unwanted results.
Key-based filters
Use this filter type to allow only documents with specific keys to be referenced. For example, you
can filter for documents created based on a specific template or located in a specific folder.
The following figure shows the results of two different filters:
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• A filter for documents created based on Template-3 that results in three referenced
documents.
• A filter for documents located in Folder-14 that results in two referenced documents.
Folder-14

Folder-14

Folder-15

Folder-15
Template-3

Folder-14
Template-3

Template-4

Folder-15

Template-4

Template-3

Template-4

Figure 1. Filtering referenced documents based on templates and folders
Document property filters
Use this filter type to allow only documents with specific properties to be referenced. For
example, you can filter for signed or calculated documents.
The following figure shows the results of three different filters:
• A filter for signed documents that results in three referenced documents.
• A filter for calculated documents that results in two referenced documents.
• A filter for calculated and signed documents that results in one referenced document.

Folder-14

Folder-15

Folder-14

Folder-15

Folder-14

Folder-15

Folder-14

Folder-15

Calculated document
Signed document
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Figure 2. Filtering referenced documents based on signatures and calculation information
Section property filters
Use this filter type to allow documents to be referenced only if their sections meet the filter
criteria. For example, you can filter for documents with a failed Control sample test.
Note: The definition of sections depends on the document type. In the case of Quantitative
response assays, each assay element is considered to be a section.
The following figure shows a filter for documents with a failed Control sample test that results in
three referenced documents.
Folder-14

Folder-15

Folder-14

Folder-15

Failed test
Passed test

Figure 3. Filtering referenced documents based on section properties

2.2.2

Section filters

Section filters determine the document sections from which data is to be aggregated. For
example, you can aggregate data from specific assay elements only or only from assay elements
that passed a test.
Important: Section filters differ from section property filters in that they do not influence
the number of documents that can be referenced, they merely determine the data that is to be
aggregated from the referenced documents.
To set up section filters, you use the elements under the Column: Section > Property filter
node.
The following figure shows the results of two different filters:
• A filter for documents containing a Test sample that results in data being aggregated from six
documents.
• A filter for documents containing a Test and a Control sample that results in data being
aggregated from two referenced documents.
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Figure 4. Filtering referenced document data based on sections
Note: The definition of sections depends on the document type. In the case of Quantitative
response assays, each assay element is considered to be a section.

2.2.3

Examples

2.2.3.1

Key-based filters

Use key-based filters to allow only documents with specific keys (such as template keys or folder
keys) to be referenced.
Filter based on template keys
To reference documents that are based on a specific template, add a Template key element and
select the key of the template the documents are based on.
In the following example, only documents that were created based on 'Template-3' can be
referenced:

Figure 5. Document reference filter using a template key
Filter based on folder keys
To reference documents that are located in a specific folder, add a Folder key element and
select the key of the folder that contains the documents. You can also add the Allow Subfolder
element and set it to 'true' to require referenced documents to be elements of the specified
folder or one of its subfolders. Otherwise, subfolders are excluded.
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In the following example, only documents that are located in 'Folder-14' can be referenced:

Figure 6. Document reference filter using a folder key

2.2.3.2

Document property filters

Use document property filters to allow only documents with specific properties to be referenced.
Filter for signed documents
To reference signed documents only, add a Document property filter node, select 'http://
stegmannsystems.com/edp/document/property/hasSignature' as the Property key, and enter
'True' as the Term.

Figure 7. Document reference filter using a document property filter for signed documents
Filter for calculated documents
To reference calculated documents only, add a Document property filter node, select 'http://
stegmannsystems.com/edp/document/property/hasResult' as the Property key, and enter 'True'
as the Term.
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Figure 8. Document reference filter using a document property filter for calculated documents
Filter for signed and calculated documents
You can further refine the filter logic by adding several document property filters, in which case
the criteria of both document property filters have to match. In the following example, only
documents that have been signed and calculated can be referenced:

Figure 9. Document reference filter using several document property filters

2.2.3.3

Section property filters

Use section property filters to allow documents to be referenced only if their sections meet the
filter criteria.
Note: In the case of Quantitative response assays, each assay element is considered to be a
section.
Filter based on test status
To reference documents with a failed Control sample test only, add a Section property filter
node, select 'http://www.stegmannsystems.com/bioassay/testresult' as the Property key, enter
CTL1 as the Section key, and 'FailedWarning' as the Term.

Figure 10. Section property filter for failed Control samples
Note: CTL1 in this case is the user-defined name of the Control sample.

2.2.3.4

Section filters

Use section filters to configure the document sections from which data should be aggregated.
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Note: In the case of Quantitative response assays, each assay element is considered to be a
section.
Filter based on test status
To aggregate data only from assay elements that passed the test, add a Property filter node,
select 'http://www.stegmannsystems.com/bioassay/testresult' as the Property key, and enter
'Passed' as the Term.

Figure 11. Section filter using a property filter for assay elements that passed the test
Filter based on assay elements
To aggregate data from specific assay elements only, add a Property filter node, select 'http://
www.stegmannsystems.com/bioassay/elementtype' as the Property key, and add the required
Term elements, for example, 'Standard' and 'Test'.
To aggregate data if only one of the assay elements is available in an assay document, add the
assay elements as two terms of the same property filter:

Figure 12. Section filter using a property filter for Standard samples or Test samples
To aggregate data only if both assay elements are available in an assay document, set up two
property filters with one term each:
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Figure 13. Section filter using property filters for Standard samples and Test samples

2.2.3.5

Combined document reference and section filters

Combine document reference and section filters to refine your filter mechanism. Allow only
specific documents to be referenced and from the referenced documents, only data from
specific sections to be aggregated.
In the following example, a section property filter (document reference filter) is combined with
a section filter for a specific property. Only documents with a failed Control sample test can be
referenced (Column: Document reference), and only the data from the Control sample section
is aggregated (Column: Section):

Figure 14. Combined document reference and section filter

2.3 Update modes
The update mode defines how references to source documents can be added and how the data
provided by the referenced documents are updated.
The following update modes are available:
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Mode

Trigger

Scope

Auto all

Updates automatically when you
open or close the document.

Searches the entire database for
data matching the document
reference filter. Updates all
matching data and the list of
referenced documents.

Auto data

Updates automatically when you
open or close the document.

Updates data from currently
referenced documents.

Manual all

Updates when you manually
refresh the references in the
References editor.

Searches the entire database for
data matching the document
reference filter. Updates all
matching data and the list of
referenced documents.

Manual data

Updates when you manually
refresh the references in the
References editor.

Updates data from currently
referenced documents.
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3 Control chart documents

Control chart documents allow for a comprehensive analysis of your assays and support you
in setting up automated, semi-automated, and manual monitoring of your assays. They can
aggregate data from different document types, such as Quantitative response assay documents
or Combination of assay result documents.
Setting up Control chart documents
Setting up Control chart documents comprises the steps listed below. You start by creating the
target document and then configure the document according to your requirements.
You can complete the configuration steps in any order. However, we recommend the order
indicated in the table: Start by adding the references, followed by the configuration of the data
table. Once the data aggregation filters work as intended, finalize the setup by defining the
charts.
Step

Description

Creating a Control chart
document

Use the Navigator to create the Control chart document you
want to use as the target document for monitoring a set of assay
attributes.

Adding references to
source documents

Use the References editor to add references from your Control
chart document to the source documents from which you want to
aggregate data.
Tip: Use the default 'Manual data' update mode to initially
set up your Control chart document. This allows you to manually
select source documents that are best suited for testing your data
aggregation filters. Once the filters work as intended, remove all
referenced documents and switch to an automatic update mode.
This ensures that aggregated data is always up to date.

Configuring the data
table

Use the Data table node in the Content editor of your Control
chart document to determine which documents can be
referenced (document reference filters), from which document
sections data should be aggregated (section filters), and which
parameters to aggregate.

Defining the charts

Use the Charts node in the Content editor of your Control chart
document to define the charts you want to use for visualization.

3.1 Creating a Control chart document
Create a Control chart document as the target document for monitoring a set of assay
attributes.
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Procedure
To create a Control chart document:
1. In the Navigator, right-click the folder in which you want to create the document.
2. From the context menu, select

New.

Tip: This action is available in the top and the detail view of the Navigator.

3. In the Create a new document dialog, on the Available document types tab, go to
Biological Assays Package > Control chart.
4. You can create Control chart documents manually or based on a template. For this example,
we create a document manually. Select 'New Control chart <No Template>.
Note: If templates have been configured, we recommend you use these templates as
they allow for a faster setup.

5. To confirm your selection and create the document, click Create.

Results: The Content editor opens, displaying your new document. One Chart element is
created by default and linked to a floating-point number column in the Data table.

6. Enter a document name.

We recommend entering a meaningful document name, as this makes it easier for you to
search for existing documents later.

7. Save the document.

3.2 Adding references to source documents
Add references from your Control chart document to the source documents from which you
want to aggregate data.
Tip: Use the default 'Manual data' update mode to initially set up your Control chart
document. This allows you to manually select source documents that are best suited for
testing your data aggregation filters. Once the filters work as intended, remove all referenced
documents and switch to an automatic update mode. This ensures that aggregated data is
always up to date.

About this task
Control charts can plot data from different document types. In this example, we use Quantitative
response assay documents.

Procedure
To add document references:
1. Open the References editor of your Control chart document, and click

Add reference.

Tip: If this button is grayed out, check which update mode is set in the data table. The
mode has to be set to 'Auto Data' or 'Manual Data'.

2. In the Document reference dialog, select the documents from which you want to aggregate
the data, and confirm your selection with OK.
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Results: The data of the selected documents is displayed in the editor. For each document
section, one line is displayed. In the case of Quantitative response assays, each assay element
is considered to be a section.

Figure 15. Data aggregation source documents displayed in the References editor
3. Exclude data values by marking them as technical outliers if you require: In the work area at
the bottom of the editor, set the Technical outlier factor to 'true'.

Figure 16. Marking a data value as a technical outlier in the References editor
Note: For the 'Regression Parameters 4PL (A, D, B and C)' sample document, no data
values are excluded.
4. Save your document.

3.3 Configuring the data table
Configure the data table of your Control chart document to determine which documents can
be referenced (document reference filters), from which document sections data should be
aggregated (section filters), and which parameters to aggregate.
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Note: The data table of the 'Regression Parameters 4PL (A, D, B and C)' sample document is
protected. To view its setup, you have to open the document with elevated permissions.
Data aggregation filters
To set up data aggregation filters, you use the following elements in the Data table node of
your Control chart document:
Element

Description

Column: Document
Reference

Set up document reference filters to determine which documents
can be referenced. For example, you can filter for documents created
based on a specific template, for signed or calculated documents, or
for documents with a failed Control sample test.

Column: Section

Set up section filters to configure the document sections from which
data is to be aggregated.

Column: Floatingpoint number

Use floating-point number elements to define which parameters to
aggregate and how to plot them.

Document properties
The data values you can aggregate into a target document are available as a list of document
properties in your source document. Each property is identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI). You use this URI to reference the source document property in your target document.
For quick access to the available properties, open a source document and click Document
properties in the main toolbar. The Properties tab lists the labels, sections, and values of the
available properties. Right-click the key of the property you want to use for aggregation, copy its
URI, and paste it as the value of the property key in your Control chart document.
In the following example, we copy the http://stegmannsystems.com/edp/document/property/
hasResult property to aggregate data from calculated documents only.
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Figure 17. Copying a URI in the Document properties dialog
Tip: Use the filter in the upper right corner of the dialog to view only a subset of the
available properties: Enter your filter criterion and click . To reset the filter, click .
Default data table settings
The default settings in the Data table node have been chosen such that they best support
manual data aggregation. If you require a different setup, you can use the following elements to
adapt the default settings to your requirements:
Element

Description

Observation source

The observation source determines how observation data is obtained.
For Control chart documents, the default is 'Aggregation'. To enter
observation data manually instead of aggregating it from source
documents, select 'User input'.

Row order

The default sort order in the References and Observations editors
is ascending by date/time. To switch to descending order, select
'Descending'.
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Update mode

3.3.1

The update mode defines how references to source documents can
be added and how the data provided by the referenced documents
are updated. The default update mode 'Manual data' requires you
to manually add and update document references. You can select a
different mode if you require.

Set up document reference filters

Set up document reference filters to determine which documents can be referenced.
Note: Document reference filters affect all update modes. For the 'Manual data' and 'Auto
data' update modes, they determine which documents can be selected as references. For
the 'Manual all' and 'Auto all' update modes, they determine which of the documents in the
database are used as references.

Procedure
To set up document reference filters:
1. Open the Content editor of your Control chart document.
2. Expand the Data table > Column: Document reference node.
3. Use the Createable elements pane to add the filter elements you require.
The following tables show some common filter elements:
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Filter for

Element

Value

Documents based
on a specific
template

Template
Key

Key of the template the documents are based on.

Documents
located in a
specific folder

Folder
Key

Key of the folder containing the documents. You can
additionally add the Allow Subfolder element to further
refine this filter.

Filter for

Element

Property Key

Term

Signed
documents only

Document
Property Filter

http://stegmannsystems.com/edp/
document/property/hasSignature

True

Calculated
documents only

Document
Property Filter

http://stegmannsystems.com/edp/
document/property/hasResult

True

DU0411

Filter for

Element

Property Key

Term

Documents with passed
assay elements only

Section
Property
Filter

http://
www.stegmannsystems.com/
bioassay/testresult

Passed

4. Save your document.

3.3.2

Set up section filters

Set up section filters to determine from which document sections data should be aggregated.

Procedure
To set up section filters:
1. In the Content editor of your Control chart document, expand the Data table > Column:
Section node.
2. Use the Createable elements pane to add the number of property filters you require.
The following table shows some common filter elements:
Filter for

Element

Property Key

Term

Passed assay elements
only

Property
Filter

http://www.stegmannsystems.com/
bioassay/testresult

Passed

Standard, test, or
control samples only

Property
Filter

http://www.stegmannsystems.com/
bioassay/elementtype

Standard, Test,
or Control

3. Save your document.

3.3.3

Define the parameters to be aggregated

Use floating-point number elements to define which parameters to aggregate and how to plot
them.

Procedure
To define the parameters:
1. In the Content editor of your Control chart document, expand the Data table node.
2. Use the Createable elements pane to add one Column: Floating-point number element
for each parameter you want to aggregate.
Each floating-point number column you add is displayed as a column in the References
editor.

3. Assign a chart to each parameter: From the Chart drop-down list, select the chart that should
plot the parameter.
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When plotting your parameters, you have various options. The following table provides an
overview:
If you want to

Assign elements as
follows

Example

Plot each parameter
as a separate chart.

Assign a different
chart to each
floating-point
column.

The 'Upper Asymptote (A)' and 'Lower
Asymptote (D)' parameters are plotted in
separate charts.

Plot several
parameters in the
same chart.

Assign the same
chart to each
floating-point
column in question.

The 'Upper Asymptote (A)' and 'Lower
Asymptote (D)' parameters are plotted in
the same chart.

Plot one parameter
in several charts.

Assign the same
parameter (property
key) to several
floating-point
number columns.

The 'Upper Asymptote (A)' parameter is
plotted in two different charts.

4. Save your document.

3.4 Defining the charts
Define the charts you want to use to visualize the aggregated parameters. You can define several
charts within the same Control chart document. Each chart is based on the same observation
data but can be configured to display different aspects.
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Procedure
To define the charts:
1. Open the Content editor of your Control chart document.
2. Under Charts, add one Chart element for each chart you want to set up.

In this example, we set up four charts. Therefore, add three additional chart elements.

Tip: Use the Create multiple elements option in the Createable elements pane to
create the additional charts in one step: Right-click the Chart element and create three
charts.
3. Enter a meaningful name for each chart.

Later in the process, you use the chart name to link a chart to a floating-point number.
This link is needed to determine which values should be aggregated from the referenced
documents.

Figure 18. Chart details in the Content editor
4. For each chart, use the Control limit definition options to define a range of acceptable
values.

Figure 19. Control limit definition information
◦ Upper and lower control limits: Usually, a control limit contains an upper and a lower value,
but you can also define only one of these values. Any value displayed in the control chart
that lies outside this acceptable range is printed in a table of limit violations in the report.
◦ Start and end time: To automatically switch between control limits, give each limit a
corresponding start and end time. By default, these elements are not displayed. To add
them, go to the Createable elements pane and double-click the elements.
◦ Severity level: Use the severity setting to define warning or rejection limits if you require.
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5. For each chart, use the Graphics settings options to configure the layout of the resulting
control charts, for example, the names of the x- and y-axis and the display of a legend.

Figure 20. Graphic-related settings
6. For each chart, use the Marker definition options to indicate events that occurred during the
process, such as a changed reference standard, or a switch to another batch of plates. In the
resulting control chart, markers are added as vertical lines.

Figure 21. Definition of marker information
7. Save your document.
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4 Examples

The following image shows potency and confidence limits and summarizing boxplots for the
'Regression Parameters 4PL (A, D, B and C)' Control chart sample document.

Figure 22. Control chart example 1
The following image shows a control chart with changing margins and summarizing boxplot:
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Figure 23. Control chart example 2
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